Elena (34 years)
Education

Highest Education Level: Master / Diplom
Studies: Sprachwissenschaften

Languages

German - Mother tongue
English - Business fluent (C1 / C2)
Russian - Mother tongue
Chinesisch

Height: 1.60 m
Clothing measurements
Clothing size: S
Experience
Hello everybody! I am an open-minded, active and creative person who enjoys
working with people from different backgrounds. I like variety and can quickly adapt
to new situations. With great joy and gratitude, I look back on extensive experience
in the field of promotion and catering services. Thanks to my jobs, I was able to gain
some insight into a wide variety of companies and organizations (including the
Frankfurter Messe / Frankfurter Flughafen / Frankfurter Fressgassfest /
Opernplatzfest / Hof Hühnersdorf / Schloss Bad Homburg / Stadion VIP-Lounge
CoBa and CoFace / cooking events in show kitchen / clubs GIBSON Frankfurt,
Pearly Gates Frankfurt, Odeon / Konzerthallen Jahrhunderthalle Frankfurt
Rheingoldhalle Mainz, Maimarkthalle Mannheim / various private households /
various company offices. My gastronomic skills include menu service (chef table),
... more working experience can be seen online
Jobs & Reviews
Kundenbefragung in einem Supermarkt
(3 Days in Rodgau for Noceanz GmbH)
Promotion im RMV Gebiet vom 29.06.-10.07.
(12 Days in Frankfurt for Wunderbar Communications GmbH)
Promotion im RMV Gebiet vom 22.-26.06.
(5 Days in Frankfurt for Wunderbar Communications GmbH)
Promotion im RMV Gebiet vom 15.-19.06.
(5 Days in Hanau for Wunderbar Communications GmbH)
Einlasspersonal KW 20
(3 Days in Stadtalle... for ALDI Nord)
Einlasspersonal KW 18 + 19
(6 Days in Kirchhain for ALDI Nord)
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